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Dear Recruitment Team,

I am writing to apply for the General Manager role, which I saw advertised on the company’s
careers website. I am confident that my knowledge, skills, and abilities, in combination with my
enthusiasm, passion, and drive to work with ABC company, will bring invaluable contributions to
your organization.

Creating and executing forward-thinking strategies that transform business objectives into reality is
my professional objective and motivation. Throughout my career, I have played a pivotal role in
spearheading the development and tactical execution of strategic plans to achieve growth targets of
industry-leading global medical device organizations and start-ups.

My diverse experiences cultivated my expertise in managing multinational, turnaround, high-growth,
and multispecialty businesses and post-acquisition integrations. Some of my key accomplishments
include commercializing 9 disruptive medical device technology products, establishing a large global
distribution network in 31 previously unserved countries, and driving a $155M in expansion.

ABC company’s commitment to purpose-driven innovation and relentless pursuit of identifying
unmet clinical needs is why I am excited about this position. My successes in expanding business
presence in emerging and mature markets and consistently exceeding financial targets owe a lot to
my dedication to exploring the unspoken, unserved customers' needs. I believe that working with
your team would draw on my operational excellence and provide the opportunity for me to continue
as a value-based leader, empowering team members to deliver optimum results and tackle
improvement programs.

Thank you for taking the time to read and consider my application, and I wish you the best of luck in
finalizing the recruitment process successfully for this role. You can find more information on my
background, professional profile, and core skills in the top part of my resume. I am looking forward
to hearing from you and having the opportunity to discuss this role further.

Yours faithfully,

John Smith
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